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dreams and aspirations for humankind. Since that short ﬂight, aviation
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aspirations for aviation in India. With projections of India becoming the
third largest aviation market by 2020, the possibilities for the ACP are
immense.

Website: www.us-indiaacp.com

The Indian Prime Minister and the U.S. President have expressed their
shared commitment to the partnership between our two nations. The
ACP looks forward to cooperating together to expand upon this
partnership initiative.
On behalf of the entire ACP membership, we wish you great success and
accomplishments in 2015!
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USTDA To Highlight # India Smart Cities on Social
Media on February
around the world. In fact, the
Agency's investments are currently
promoting lower-carbon growth in
four of India's seven largest cities by
introducing “smart grid”
technologies and solutions that can
improve the quality and supply of
power for millions of Indian
customers.

ARLINGTON, Va. –This month, the
U.S. Trade and Development Agency
will utilize #IndiaSmartCities to
highlight its support for the
development of smart cities in India.
Over the next five years, India is
expected to invest almost $1 trillion
into infrastructure projects that
develop clean energy, airports, ports,
rail and freight. USTDA will leverage
social media platforms as a means to
link U.S. firms to upcoming export
opportunities in India's cities.
During his remarks at the recent U.S.India Business Council Summit,
President Obama announced "a
series of U.S. initiatives that will
generate more than $4 billion in
trade and investment with India and
support thousands of jobs in both of
our countries.
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These initiatives include USTDA's
efforts to catalyze nearly $2 billion in
capital for priority renewable energy
projects in India. As part of these
efforts, USTDA Director Leocadia I.
Zak signed agreements with three
Indian state governments to mobilize
U. S. i n d u s t r y e x p e r t i s e a n d
technologies to modernize the cities
of Ajmer (Rajasthan), Allahabad
(Uttar Pradesh) and Vishakhapatnam
(Andhra Pradesh). Under these
Memoranda of Understanding,
USTDA plans to sponsor activities
that will help each city develop safe,
efficient and integrated energy,
transportation and communications
infrastructure.

As part of the Agency's efforts—and
in connection with India's Smart Grid
Week—USTDA will host a Smart Grid
Workshop in Bangalore, India on
March 2, 2015. Building upon a
prior workshop in the United States
last December, the event will bring
t o g h e t h e r U. S . a n d I n d i a n
companies, utilities and regulators to
discuss innovative solutions to India's
energy challanges.
Join the conversation on Twitter
and Facebook using the
#IndiaSmartCities hashtag to follow
USTDA's partnership-building
activies in February.

USTDA has long been committed to
helping deploy smart energy
solutions in cities across India and
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President Obama Highlights USTDA
commitment to Renewable Energy in India
practices that can support the
development of safe, efficient and
integrated energy, transportation and
communications infrastructure.

NEW DELHI, INDIA – During his
remarks at the U.S.-India Business
Council Summit, President Obama
announced "a series of U.S. initiatives
that ill generage more tha $4 billion in
trade and investment with India and
support thousands of jobs in both of
our countries." These initiatives include
the U.S. Trade and Development
Agency's efforts to catalyze nearly $2
billion in capital for priority renewable
energy projects in India.
As part of those efforts, USTDA Director
Leocadia I. Zak signed a grant
agreement with IL&FS Energy
Development Company to partner on
the development of innovative Wind
Integrated Solar Photovoltaic Energy
Storage (WISES) projects. IL&FS
Energy, one of the largest wind
independent power producers in India,
is evaluating the development of
integrated wind and solar photovoltaic
(PV) projects with energy storage, to
enable the supply of dispatchable
utility-scale renewable energy to meet
the Indian grid system's needs. As India
continues to place greater emphasis on
renewable energy utilization from the
climate change and energy security
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perspectives, this timely project will
demonstrate how its grid can absorb
large penetration of variable wind and
solar PV generation.
President Obama also announced that
“on this visit, we've paved the way to
mobilize American expertise and
investment” in three of the smart cities
that India is planning to develop.
Indeed, Director Zak signed
agreements with three Indian state
governments to mobilize U.S. industry
expertise and technologies to
modernize the cities of Ajmer
(Rajasthan), Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh)
and Vishakhapatnam (Andhra
Pradesh). Under these Memoranda of
Understanding, USTDA plans to
sponsor activities such as feasibility
studies, pilot projects and reverse trade
missions that will help each state
develop its smart cities.
For example, the Agency intends to
invite state and central government
officials to the United States for a Smart
Solutions for Smart Cities reverse trade
mission in 2015. The visit will
introduce the delegates to U.S.
technologies, solutions and best
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USTDA has long been committed to
helping deploy smart energy solutions
in cities across India. In fact, the
Agency's investments are currently
promoting lower-carbon growth in four
of India's seven largest cities by
introducing “smart grid” technologies
and solutions that can improve the
quality and supply of power for millions
of Indian customers. As part of these
efforts—and in connection with India's
Smart Grid Week—USTDA will host a
Smart Grid Workshop in Bangalore,
India on March 2, 2015. Building upon
a prior workshop in the United States
last December, the event will bring
together U.S. and Indian companies,
utilities and regulators to discuss
innovative solutions to India's energy
challanges.
USTDA's grant to IL&FS Energy will
provide technical assistance to assess
the technical, financial and
commercial viability of renewable
energy storage technologies for the
WISES projects. The opportunity to
conduct the USTDA-funded technical
assistance will be competed through
Federal Business Opportunities (FBO).
A link to the FBO announcement will be
p o s t e d t o U S T DA ' s w e b s i t e a t
www.ustda.gov. Interested U.S. firms
should submit proposals according to
the instructions in the FBO
announcement.
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Mission, Objectives & Focus Areas

Mission
The U.S-lndia Aviation Cooperation Program (ACP) was established in 2007 as a public-private partnership between
the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA), other US Government
agencies and U.S. Companies.
The ACP supports the growth of the Indian civil aerospace sector by working directly with the Government of India (GO!)
to identify and execute projects that encourage collaborations between US and Indian stakeholders, in the area of
aerospace technology and best practices.

Objectives
Promote greater engagement between US and Indian Government agencies and industry to enhance civil aviation
in India.
Undertake projects that advance Cooperation in domains such as aviation safety, security, regulatory oversight and
management.
Provide training and technical assistance to accelerate excellence in aviation operations.
Within India, increase awareness of, and facilitate access to, US expertise, technology and best practices to assist
India's aviation growth.

Focus Areas
Next Gen / Future Air Navigation System
Air Traffic Management Modernization
- Satellite-based Navigation System
- Ground -based Navigation System
- Automatic Dependence Surveillance Broadcast
- Radar Integration
Airspace and Airport analysis, Development and Planning- Using software simulation toolkits and GIS
Aviation support Industry Development
Aviation Human Resources -Foster partnership between U.S. and Indian training organizations
Aviation Safety-Promoting Global Harmonization and sharing of U.S. Best practices
Aviation Security - Enhance capacity to facilitate early adoptions of cutting edge technologies

In Partnership with
Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA)
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)
Airports Authority of India (AAI)
Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS)

Ongoing Projects
Technical, Management, and Operational
Development Training (TMODT) Phase – II
PBN (RNP-AR) at 3 Indian Airports
GBAS Pilot project at Chennai Airport
Airport Geographic Information System (GIS) for
Indian Airport
Aviation Security Equipment Testing & Evaluation
Program (ASETEP)
Development and Implementation of the Indian
regulatory Safety Oversight System (Address IASA
Audit)

2015 Projects
Regulatory Framework Re-Engineering Technical
Assistance for DGCA
Business Case for GAGAN Extension
ProVision Body Scanner System Pilot Project
International Aviation Safety Assessment (IASA)
Program Category 1 Rating Sustainment and GA/BA
WindTracer Pilot Project
Security Screening Equipment Acceptance and
Commissioning Test and Evaluation Pilot Project
Airport Terminal Energy Efficiency Pilot Project
TMODT III

2014

India Aviation 2014 at Hyderabad
Grant agreement signed for ASETEP
Grant agreement signed for India Regulatory Oversight Assistance Project

2013

Grant agreements signed for PBN, DGCA officers' training and Airport GIS
US-India Aviation Security Seminar
US-India Aviation Summit : Washington D.C.

2012

Grant agreement signed for Aerospace capacity software simulation project
India Aviation 2012 at Hyderabad

2011

Grant agreement signed for launching GBAS in Chennai
US - India Aviation Summit, New Delhi

2010

Grant agreement signed for Helicopter Safety Technical Assistance
Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B) Seminar
Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS) Seminar
India Aviation 2010 at Hyderabad

2009

Grant agreements signed for DGCA officers' training (Phase-i) and Aviation
Standard Technical Training
US-India Aviation Partnership Summit : Washington DC

2008

FAA Conducta Air Traffic Management Training Program
ATCO Manpower Assessment study
Air Traffic Flow Management Seminar

2007

MOU between : US Department of Transportation, US Trade and
Development Agency and Ministry of Civil Aviation
US- India ACP Inaugural Session : ACP Formed
US-India Aviation Partnership Summit : New Delhi

2006

Groundwork Meeting

2005

ACP Announced by Secretary Mineta and Minster Patel

ACP
MILESTONES

India's Mangalyaan' Mars Orbiter Mission
Enters Martian Sphere of Influence
The speed of the spacecraft will also
be reduced by 2.14 metre per second
from 22.2km per second for
enabling the smooth transition into
the Martian orbit. "Mars mission is a
major step forward in our space
program and a turning point for us,
as India will foray into the vast interplanetary space for the first time with
an indigenous spacecraft to
demonstrate our technological
capabilities," Radhakrishnan
asserted.
India Monday became the first Asian
country to enter the Martian sphere of
influence after its spacecraft swung
into the gravitational pull of Mars.
"Our navigators' calculation shows
that our Mars Orbiter Mission
(MOM) has entered the gravitational
sphere of influence of Mars around 9
a.m.," a senior Indian space agency
official told in Bangalore. The MOM
is currently cruising in the Sun's orbit
on its voyage to the red planet's orbit
Wednesday.
The 475 kg (dry mass) spacecraft with
five scientific experiments to explore
the celestial planet was programmed
September 15 for the fourth course
(trajectory) correction Monday
afternoon (2.30 p.m.) to ensure its
smooth insertion into the Martian
orbit September 24 from sun orbit.
"We will also test fire the spacecraft's
main liquid fuel engine for nearly four
seconds to reactivate, as it was shut
down after its trans-Mars injection
over nine months ago (Dec 1) into the
sun orbit for its voyage through the
inter-planetary space," Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO)
Scientific Secretary V.Koteshwara Rao
Said.
US-India Aviation Cooperation Program

As the fourth planet away from sun,
Mars is the second smallest celestial
body in the solar system. Named after
Roman god of war, it is also known as
red planet due to the presence of iron
oxide in abundance, giving it a
reddish appearance. Coincidentally, America's spacecraft
Maven (Mars Atmosphere and
Volatile Evolution) of the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) also entered
the Martian orbit in the early hours of
Monday after 10-month 442-million
mile journey from earth to explore the
red planet's upper atmosphere, its
history and climate for human
expeditions in future.
"Mars sways human imagination like
no other planet in the solar system
because its conditions are believed to
be hospitable as it is similar to earth
in many ways," Isro chairman K.
Radhakrishnan told IANS in an
interview recently. Though both the
planets have equal period of
revolution around their axis, Mars
takes 24 hours and 37 minutes to
complete a revolution. Earth takes
365 days to orbit sun while Mars 687
days to move around sun.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi is
scheduled to witness the historic
occasion when the spacecraft
(Orbiter) will be inserted into the
Martian orbit at 7.30 a.m. at a
distance of 423 km from its surface
and 215 million km away (radio
distance) from earth. The $70 million
ambitious mission was launched
November 5, 2013 on board a polar
rocket from spaceport Sriharikota off
Bay of Bengal, about 80 km
northeast of Chennai.
"India will be the first country in the
world to insert a spacecraft into the
Martian orbit in a maiden attempt if
the operation succeeds," Rao
claimed from the mission's control
center at the space agency's
telemetry, tracking and command
network (Istrac), 20 km from this tech
hub. The state-run ISRO will be the
fourth space agency after National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) of the US,
Russian Federal Space Agency
(RFSA) and European Space Agency
to have undertaken a mission to
Mars.
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High-Speed Design Advantage for
Checked Baggage
L-3 Security & Detection Systems (L-3
SDS) offers airport customers a choice
of regulator-approved high-speed,
high-throughput explosives detection
systems (EDS). These include the
eXaminer® XLB and the newly
launched MV3D®. Both systems have
passed European Union Standard 3
under the European Civil Aviation
Conference (ECAC) Common
Evaluation Program (CEP). The
eXaminer XLB is also certified by TSA.
The MV3D, the newest member of the
L-3 SDS EDS lineup features a nonrotating gantry design and a large
tunnel. It combines the image quality of
previous ECAC Standard 2 systems
with the detection performance
required of ECAC Standard 3 systems.
This powerful combination delivers
increased throughput while reducing
capital investment, staffing
requirements and maintenance costs
over the life of the system. Scanning up
to 1,800 bags per hour with a belt
speed of 0.5 meters per second, and
featuring a rectangular 102centimeter-wide by 81-centimeter-high
tunnel, the MV3D is ideally suited for
easy integration with high-speed
baggage handling systems (BHS)
worldwide. Like its predecessor, the
MVT-HR, which has been fielded since
2005 with hundreds of systems still in
service worldwide, the MV3D is
designed for high reliability and ease of
maintenance.
The widely deployed eXaminer XLB is
specifically optimized for screening
checked baggage at large airports.
Capable of scanning up to 1200 bags
per hour in-line, it keeps bags
continuously moving through a meterwide CT scanner at 0.34 meters per
second. Combining high-resolution
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The MV3D's technology allows bags to be stopped in the scan plane for
short periods and still allow the explosive detection analysis to proceed
without impact

helical CT with dual-energy imaging,
the XLB meets the rigorous detection
standards and provides advanced 3-D
imaging. The eXaminer XLB is the
highest-performance in-line CT EDS
available — delivering reliable threat
detection and exceptionally fast
baggage processing with fewer bags
sent to costly secondary search.
Innovative Hardware and
Software Design
The MV3D's innovative design provides
advanced algorithms with both highresolution 2-D and 3-D image data.
The system has dual-energy capability
and, coupled with multiple X-ray
generators, allows for precise
calculations of each object's mass,
atomic number and density within the
entire bag. This level of CT precision
results in the MV3D detecting explosive
materials while minimizing false alarms
on harmless objects within the bag. The
MV3D's fixed-source, dual-energy
detector design delivers highresolution 2-D images as well as 3-D
images and associated alarm
resolution tools, allowing Level 2 and
Level 3 operators to achieve faster,
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higher-confidence alarm resolution.
The system's large rectangular tunnel
allows for 100 percent of in-gauge
bags to flow through the BHS and also
allows some oversized bags to be
processed. This offers airports running
automated Level 1 screening at 0.5
m/s the combined benefits of less outof-gauge bags and less chance of bag
jams, while increasing effective
throughput and reducing costly
manual handling. The MV3D is the
only ECAC Standard 3 EDS combining
a large rectangular tunnel and a nonrotating gantry.
Unique to the MV3D is a feature that
lets the system scan bags even if they
are stopped by downstream
congestion. In all other screening
machines such stoppages prevent
proper analysis, so bags caught in the
tunnel have to be rescreened,
significantly slowing down throughput.
The MV3D eliminates this problem.
The eXaminer XLB generates advanced
3-D images by combining dual-energy
information with high-resolution
helical CT data. User-friendly 3-D
image processing tools allow
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and regulatory agencies around the
globe. These systems have been
procured by airports domestically and
internationally and are supported by L3's world-class service organization.

The universal viewing station shows both high-resolution 2-D and 3-D views

operators to rotate images of entire
bags or individual threat objects 360
degrees to obtain the best view and
make faster assessments. Low false
alarm rates combined with high system
throughput maximize the number of
bags being cleared, keeping costly
secondary searches to a minimum. The
system has an innovative brushless
power and data transfer system. This
improves reliability and reduces
preventative maintenance downtime.
Networking
With L-3's OptiNet™ networking
solution, these two systems, along with
other L-3 systems, can be linked over a
secure network, enabling airports to
maximize operational efficiency and
realize the lowest possible staffing and
operating costs. OptiNet is designed to
provide meaningful data from all
security systems in the airport. It can
efficiently and securely link up to 500
scanners, baggage viewing stations
and search workstations on a single

network. This flexible and scalable
solution allows airport operators to
reach — and exceed — their most
challenging optimization goals. In
addition, it allows AT and CT systems to
communicate on the same network.
Designed with the future in mind,
OptiNet's flexibility allows centralized
operator staffing and localized
machine control, making it possible for
smaller airports to run the system using
staff at another airport, with no
operators on-site.
The L-3 Advantage
Since 1998, L-3 SDS has used CT and
multi-energy X-ray imaging technology
developed for aviation security with an
understanding of the complex
demands faced by airport personnel

With more than 50,000 systems
deployed and supported around the
globe, L-3 SDS is a leading supplier of
security screening solutions. For more
than 30 years, L-3 SDS has developed
and manufactured cutting-edge
products using advanced technologies
that include 3-D computed
tomography; automated, conventional
and high-energy X-ray; radiation
detection; active millimeter wave
imaging; metal detection; and
energetic trace explosives detection.
L-3 SDS solutions are used by the
aviation and transportation industries,
regulatory and customs authorities,
government and law enforcement
agencies, and commercial and other
secure facilities. Applications include
the screening of people, vehicles,
baggage, cargo and packages for
explosives, firearms, drugs, radiation,
contraband and corporate assets.
For more information, visit the L-3
Security & Detection Systems website at
www.L-3com.com/sds.

With the eXaminer XLB
operators can view
high-resolution 3-D images
of alarmed bags in
their entirety or individual
threat objects from any
angle to help resolve
alarms quickly and confidently
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Glimpses of the

Year

2014

IATA: The Infrastructure Challenge Strong Partnerships and Solid Ground Rules
IATA, October 29, 2014
The International Air Transport
Association (IATA) called for a
partnership approach guided by
clearly defined success factors to
build the global infrastructure
needed for aviation to continue
supporting economic and social
development.

“Aviation is a natural driver of
growth—linking markets and
connecting business. Demand for
connectivity is rising. To meet that
demand and enable aviation to
deliver its economic and social
benefits, investment is needed to
alleviate bottlenecks in the air and on
the ground. In today's economic
climate it is a potent tool to stimulate
much-needed growth,” said Tony
Tyler, IATA's Director General and
CEO, at the Toronto Global Forum.
IATA recently released its first 20-year
passenger demand forecast. By
2034 total passenger numbers are
projected to reach 7.3 billion, more
than double the 3.3 billion
passengers expected to take to the air
t h i s y e a r. Re c e n t l y M c K i n s e y
estimated the investment in airports
required to support GDP growth will
need to be some $2 trillion by 2030.
Aviation already has a significant
economic footprint. Alone, airline
revenues of some $750 billion
account for about 1% of global GDP.
When combined with aviationrelated tourism, aviation accounts for
58 million jobs globally and some
$2.4 trillion of economic activity
(3.4% of global GDP). “And that is
only the beginning. Connectivity is
the vital ingredient for modern
industry—to move high value
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products quickly, to develop global
markets or to support inward
investment. The economic footprint
of aviation crosses almost all sectors
of the economy,” said Tyler.
“ The investments needed are
significant, as will be their multiplier
impact across the economy. They are
essential for a prosperous future with
a more productive economy. It's
important that we get it right. Cashstrapped governments alone don't
have the resources and are
increasingly turning to the private
sector. The private sector is playing
and will continue to play an
important role. But it is not a
panacea. We have learned enough
from our experiences to know that
governments must set the right
ground rules to ensure a successful
outcome,” said Tyler.
IATA outlined several critical success
factors for effective public-private
partnerships when developing and
operating infrastructure:
• Rigorous cost-benefit analysis
: Such analysis should determine that
investments are made in the needed
areas and with maximum net benefit
shared among consumers, users,
investors and governments.
• Constant engagement with
stakeholders/customers: Such
engagement will validate the
identified benefits and ensure that
customer and stakeholder needs are
met in the most efficient manner and
with the right timing.
• Right structure: The investment
structure should be designed to
ensure that efficiency gains to
consumers through private
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participation outweigh potentially
higher capital costs.
• Good governance: Governance
structures should be designed to
ensure fair distribution of the benefits
among consumers, users, investors
and governments. This is even more
critical than the ownership structure
and must pay particular attention to
avoiding the highly detrimental
effects of excessive royalties to
governments, as well as excessive
shareholder returns.
• Credible independent robust
economic regulation: Most
infrastructure investments are natural
monopolies or have monopoly-like
characteristics. To offset the negative
impacts of monopolistic behavior, the
independent regulator must keep the
consumer interest paramount both in
terms of price and service levels.
“Of course any investment in
infrastructure must be
environmentally sustainable. The
aviation industry is committed to
capping net emissions from 2020 to
achieve carbon-neutral growth. And
by 2050 our aim is to cut total net
emissions to half of 2005 levels. In
fact, infrastructure investment
programs, particularly for air traffic
management, will play an important
role. Just one project, the Single
European Sky, would save around 8
million tonnes of carbon emissions
annually. And there are benefits to be
gained across the world in similar
programs such as NextGen in the US
and Seamless Asian Skies,” said Tyler.
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Business Aviation Planning Tips:
India Operations
Operations to India typically go
smoothly for well-prepared business
aircraft operators who’ve allowed
sufficient trip planning lead time. It’s
important, however, to be aware of
permit and visa requirements as well
as assorted local airport and airway
operating restrictions.
The following is an overview of what
you need to know:
1. Considerations when
operating to India
The following are some questions to
consider when planning a trip to
India:
• When will you be going?
• Do all crew members/passengers
need visas?
• How long will you be staying in the
country?
• What airports will you be going to?
• Will you be going to any military
airports?
• Will you be arriving and/or
departing from an international
airport?
• Do you have sufficient lead time to
arrange permits?
• Is aircraft parking available at your
destination?
• Is this a business or pleasure trip for
passengers?
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All of the questions above will affect
the manner in which you operate to
India.
2. Pre-trip planning is top
priority
India has stringent documentation
requirements and wants
documentation/required information
prior to your arrival. This is not an
easy country to which to arrange lastminute trips, and it takes advance
coordination to ensure smooth and
seamless operations. It’s important to
consider where you can/cannot park
as well as Customs, Immigration,
and Quarantine (CIQ) requirements.
Military airports – such as Agra
(VIAG) – require 30 business days to
arrange permits. In reality, it’s best to
plan on 60 days prior to allow ample
time to coordinate required
documentation. For travel to India,
be aware that ACAS/TCAS II is
required for aircraft with more than
30 seats or a maximum takeoff
weight of over 3 metric tons.

that airways L894 to the west and
L645 to the east do not need permits
for overflight. Overflight permits
currently require three business days’
lead time with a minimum of one
business day’s notice, while landing
permits currently require seven
business days with a minimum lead
time of three business days. CAA
operates 1000-1730 local and shuts
down during public holidays. Shortnotice overflight and landing permit
requests are at discretion of CAA;
however, those are usually not
possible due to the stringent lead
times. Permit numbers must be
placed in remarks item 18 of flight
plan. For operations to military
airports, operators receive two permit
numbers: a “YA” number from CAA
and an “AOR” number from the
military.
4. Consider visa requirements

3. Be aware of permit
requirements

Crew members and passengers
should have visas prior to arrival in
India. At New Delhi (VIDP), 72-hour
crew visas on arrival are possible with
crew ID and passports required, but
that service isn’t guaranteed.

Private non-revenue and charter
(non-scheduled commercial) flights
are held to the same standards in
terms of permit requirements. Both
overflight and landing permits are
required for India. The exception is

Upon arrival, customs will take the
passports and give crew members
slips of paper as their visas. Best
practice for crew members when
visiting India is to rely on visas on
arrival only as a last resort.
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5. Know requirements for
military airports
Military airports require additional
documentation/information as well
as a minimum of 30 business days to
complete the permit process. The
military requires extensive personal
information for each person,
including full passport information,
person’s father ’s name, home
addresses, place of birth, nationality,
and pilot license number (for crew
only). We recommend beginning the
permit process 60 days prior to
operation to give yourself sufficient
time – in case the military has
questions or concerns regarding your
information.
6. Be aware of permit revision
requirements
Landing permits are valid for 48 hours
at non-military airports but only valid
+/- one hour at military airfields.
Permit revisions are not required for
non-military locations if a flight is
delayed up to 48 hours. If you add
passengers to your flight, however, 24
hours’ notification is recommended
for permit revision.
7. Know max length of stay for
operations to India
Non-Indian-registered aircraft may
stay in India up to 14 days and then
must leave the country. If you need
to stay in India longer, you may depart
the country, land in another country,
and return to India. Alternatively, a
request may be submitted to CAA for
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an extension to the 14-day rule. We
know of one case where an operator
was able to obtain a four-day stay
extension; however, the process took
almost six weeks to complete.
8. Consider available services at
your destination airport
Popular corporate destinations in
India include Mumbai (VABB), VIDP,
Bangalore (VOBL), Udaipur (VAUD),
and Jodhpur (VIJO). Both VABB and
VIDP are full-service locations.
However, VABB closes 08001000 and1730-1930 local for all
general aviation, and 2115-2315
local for arrivals-only with departures
allowed. VAUD is not an Airport of
Entry (AOE) and is only open 06152015 local daily. VIJO is a military
airport and operational from sunrise
to sunset. No aircraft parking is
available at this location – only
dropand- goes and quick
turnarounds. Most operators
reposition to Jaipur (VIJP), 151
nautical miles away, for overnight
parking. Bangalore (VOBG) has no
customs available; however, VOBL is
an AOE with CIQ. Be aware that
some airports in India are
uncontrolled airfields where even
basic support and services are not
available.

country and city security briefings
pre-trip. Secure transport, along with
aircraft security, can be arranged as
needed.
10. Consider hotel and local
transport options
Mumbai and Delhi have major
international hotel chains and good
selections of 4- and 5-star crew
accommodations. As supply of such
accommodations during holiday and
convention periods is limited, it’s best
to book hotels as early as possible.
Pre-paid (car with driver) transport
can be arranged by your ground
handler.
Questions?
If you have any questions about this
article, contact us at
uvindiaops@univ-wea.com &
lex@univ-wea.com
.

9. Be mindful of security
precautions
Most cities in India are under a
moderate security threat level. So, it’s
recommended to obtain current
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Textron Aviation:
bringing iconic brands to India
Business aviation is an industry that
never stands still. Change is
continual and progress is
unstoppable. Among the many
notable industry developments in
2014, one event stands out – the
launch of Textron Aviation, bringing
together the iconic Beechcraft,
Cessna and Hawker brands. Each
brand represents more than 80 years
of excellence and strength in the
market, but it is to the future, not the
past, that Textron Aviation is looking.
And India is very much a part of that
future.
As the Indian economy grows,
Textron Aviation's fleet is ideally
positioned to meet market demand.
From the Cessna Grand Caravan EX
to the Beechcraft King Air 350i, and
from the Cessna Citation Mustang to
the Cessna Citation Latitude, to
name just a few, the Textron Aviation
fleet is perfect to support the
expansion of business aviation across
India.

Dominant global presence
Textron Aviation already leads the
way for business aviation, not just in
India but globally. The combined
worldwide installed customer base
for the Textron Aviation fleet is more
than 250,000 aircraft. In the last
decade alone, more than 11,000
Beechcraft, Cessna and Hawker
aircraft have been delivered to
customers around the world. Not that
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there is any risk of complacency at
Textron Aviation. The company is
always looking for new ways to meet
customer needs and continually
investing in new products. The
commitment to quality includes every
aspect of aircraft's design,
manufacturing and delivery through
to the global service and support.
There are now 21 worldwide Textron
Aviation-owned service facilities
supporting the growing global fleet.

The growth of Indian business
aviation
A strong economy will always create
demand for business and general
aviation. In turn, productive use of
business and general aviation
aircraft will always support and
strengthen an economy. That's why
Textron Aviation has so much to offer
in India.
India is already a global force in
business, with leadership positions in
markets such as information
technology, auto manufacturing and
finance. To manage their operations
domestically and internationally,
Indian business leaders need the time
savings offered by business aircraft,
but do not necessarily always want or
need a long-range aircraft.

The diverse Textron Aviation
fleet
Every Textron Aviation aircraft can
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play a role in Indian aviation. Within
the fleet:
One of Textron Aviation's strongest
products for the Indian market is the
Cessna Caravan turboprop, a
globally proven workhorse for
commuter and utility missions in
demanding environments. One of
India's pressing needs is to improve
intra-state air links and the Caravan
is vastly capable in this respect.
Whether operated as a passenger or
cargo aircraft, the Caravan can cope
with the most demanding terrain and
is well suited to the extremes of Indian
weather.
Building on the established success
of the Cessna Caravan, Textron
Aviation also offers the high-power
Cessna Grand Caravan EX. Just
like the Caravan, the Grand Caravan
EX is a tough aircraft that keeps going
under the harshest conditions and
customer reception has been
extremely positive since the aircraft
was announced in 2012. More than
100 Grand Caravan EX aircraft have
now been delivered globally.
Continued investment in the
Beechcraft King Air line is a high
priority for Textron Aviation and the
Indian market is particularly attracted
to the Beechcraft King Air 250
turboprop. In October 2014, Textron
Aviation announced customers can
now order a new King Air 250 with a
factory-installed modification that
increases the maximum takeoff
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weight from 12,500 pounds to
13,420 pounds, providing 1,025
pounds of payload with full fuel.
As the Indian economy continues to
g r o w, Te x t r o n A v i a t i o n a l s o
anticipates rising demand for the
company's business jet fleet. Aircraft
such as the Cessna Citation M2,
Cessna Citation CJ2+, Cessna
Citation XLS+ and Cessna Citation
Sovereign+ offer an exceptional
blend of performance, dependability
and value, and the company is
seeing increasing interest from Indian
customers, particularly from charter
operators scaling up to serve
corporate and leisure demand.
Cessna created and continues to
redefine the light jet segment. The
e n t r y- l e v e l C e s s n a C i t a t i o n
Mustang, which entered service in
2006, has now achieved global fleet
time approaching 500,000 hours.
The aircraft delights owners with
excellent reliability and performance
on missions such as high-speed
executive and corporate travel. In
2013, the Citation Mustang entered
service in India. One of the most
appealing qualities of the aircraft for
the Indian market is the Citation
Mustang's ability to get in and out of
places that would be tough for other
aircraft to access.
Also in the light jet market, the
Cessna Citation M2 is another
example of how Textron Aviation, by
listening to customers, is helping to
move the segment forward in an
innovative way. Since entering service
in 2013, this aircraft has already
proved itself to have a unique and
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impressive set of mission capabilities.
The aircraft has a maximum cruise
speed of 404 knots true airspeed
(460 miles per hour) and a range of
1,580 nautical miles.
With the Cessna Citation XLS+,
Textron Aviation brings India the most
successful business jet ever
produced. Business owners
consistently choose the Citation
XLS+, more than any other aircraft in
the light mid-size category, for the
unparalleled combination of
comfort, ease of operation and
range of mission capabilities. The
Citation XLS+, part of the mid-size
Excel/XLS family, offers a cabin nearly
19 feet long and seating for up to 12
passengers.
The Cessna Citation Latitude, the
newest aircraft in the Citation midsize business jet fleet, will be the
widest Citation in the skies. The
s u p e r i o r f l i g h t f u n c t i o n a l i t y,
performance and reliability
characteristics that are inherently
Citation, will be matched by the
clean, contemporary cabin
environment, superior inflight
productivity and integrated flight
management suite, elevating the
flight experience for both passengers
and pilots. The aircraft flying the test
program have hit every program
target, with US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) certification
expected in the second quarter of
2015.

already great aircraft even better –
the Cessna Citation Sovereign+.
Since FAA certification in December
2013, the mid-size Citation
Sovereign+ has secured
certifications and sales globally, in
markets ranging from Europe to
Australia and Brazil. The Citation
Sovereign+ offers increased range,
updated technologies and enhanced
performance compared to the
established Citation Sovereign.
If further evidence were needed that
Textron Aviation offers a complete
portfolio of business and general
aviation aircraft – for any market,
including India – we can look to the
single-engine Cessna 172
Skyhawk. The Cessna Skyhawk has
become the world standard as a
training platform and has earned a
reputation for offering the best
combination of modern features,
including the Garmin G1000
avionics system, and proven
dependability.
Textron Aviation provides the most
versatile and comprehensive general
aviation product portfolio in the
world. From business jets and highperformance piston aircraft to
general aviation and special mission
turboprops, all backed by the
industry's largest global customer
service network, Textron Aviation is
the answer to all India's business and
general aviation needs.

The aircraft will offer a range of
2,700 nautical miles.
Quite simply, Cessna took the
Citation Sovereign and made an
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